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Executive Summary 

Overview 

Grid Smarter Cities (Grid) has developed a series of products to help manage and deliver 
sustainable freight and logistics behaviour by reinventing how a compliant kerbside is 
operated, managed and delivered. 

Three products have been developed as follows: 

 Kerb Control – provides intelligent kerbside management for kerbside owners such as 
local highway authorities. The system uses or creates one or more vehicle bay types 
(bookable, loading, virtual bays and can incorporate smart signs, for controlled 
management and usage). The system can be implemented across a single bay, multiple 
bays or area wide and be variable by time of day, vehicle type and location requirements. 

 Kerb Delivery – provides guaranteed kerbside delivery access using one or more vehicle 
bay types i.e. bookable loading or virtual bays. It incorporates a web app for the delivery 
company, a mobile app for drivers and connects directly to the Kerb Control product.  

 Kerb Construction – coordinates last mile vehicle movements to and from a construction 
site via a series of ‘Virtual Holding Bays’. It incorporates a web app for site management 
and haulier, and a mobile app for drivers and traffic marshals.  

These tools have been previously assessed based on conditions in Westminster (SKM Colin 
Buchanan report 2011) and trials have been run in several locations including Sunderland, 
Dublin and London. 

This report provides an updated assessment of the benefits to local authorities, delivery 
organisations and delivery recipients of the Kerb products.  

Benefits for the Kerb Owner 

 Kerb product has a low cost of implementation (c£3k for software and limited costs for 
minor changes required around loading bays). 

 The Kerb Owner would receive an income taken from a proportion of the Kerb booking fee 
– this could equate to around £25,000 pa for one bay – and the financial benefits of the 
Kerb products are therefore high. 

 The more efficient and controlled management of the kerbside would reduce the need for 
Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) to be issued in the area near the bay. This would enable 
Civil Enforcement Officers to focus on the parts of the borough/council area where there 
are traffic problems and where further enforcement activity would be beneficial. This 
means that no reduction in revenue from PCNs is expected following the introduction of 
the Kerb products. This might be expected to change only with an implementation of Kerb 
products across a wide area which leads to significant improvements in kerbside 
management across the entire area which in turn significantly reduces the level of non-
compliance – in such circumstances the number of Civil Enforcement Officers would need 
to be reviewed to reflect the revised need for them. 

 Economic benefits in terms of reduced traffic delay associated with reduced numbers of 
circulating delivery vehicles are many times greater than the cost of implementing the 
scheme – the analysis indicates that the introduction of the Kerb products would provide 
Kerb Owners with High or Very High levels of Value for Money (in terms of DfT’s criteria 
for the assessment of transport schemes). 
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 There are further significant potential economic benefits associated with the reduced level 
of congestion and delays caused by poor kerbside management without the Kerb 
products. These have been assessed at a high level and are expected to be many times 
higher than the benefits associated with the reduction in circulating traffic. 

 There are further benefits associated with the reduction in emissions which are estimated 
from 3 tonnes per year for a single loading bay to 50+ tonnes per year for the introduction 
of the Kerb products across a wide area. 

 Finally, the introduction of the Kerb products is expected to lead to a reduction in 
accidents and casualties due to the reduced number of circulating vehicles and the 
improved management of the kerbside helping improve conditions for vulnerable road 
users.  

Benefits for the Kerb User 

 Kerb products have a zero cost of implementation for the Kerb User and an estimated 
usage cost of £3 per booking. 

 The improved kerbside management provided through the use of Kerb products enables 
the Kerb User to make more deliveries per day (which increases revenues), reduces the 
likelihood of getting a PCN (which reduces costs) and improves reliability in terms of being 
able to access a loading bay at an agreed and suitable time. 

 For example, the implementation of the Kerb product for a single bay could lead to the 
delivery operator being able to make nine more deliveries per day, annual savings of 
£100,000 in PCN costs per bay and a 20%+ increase in reliability. 

 The overall financial impact to deliver operators of the Kerb products is estimated to range 
from a benefit of £100k pa for a single bay to c£2m across a zone. 

 The safety of delivery drivers will be improved due to the increased number of deliveries 
that will occur in designated loading bays (rather than elsewhere due to lack of loading 
capacity). 

Benefits of Kerb Construction 

 Kerb Construction is anticipated to provide a reduction in average journey times for other 
road users due to better management of construction vehicles. This includes elements 
such as a reduction in construction vehicle circulating mileage linked to construction 
vehicles either trying to find a place to stop, being turned away from site or being 
redirected to a vehicle holding area after arriving at site unplanned. The savings are 
estimated to be equivalent to a benefit of c£275k per year. 

 Kerb Construction is also expected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by approximately 
59 tonnes per year for a large construction site. This is due to a reduction in construction 
vehicle circulating mileage linked to construction vehicles either trying to find a place to 
stop, being turned away from site or being redirected to a vehicle holding area after 
arriving at site unplanned. 

 Kerb Construction will also help monitor construction vehicle movements from origin to 
destination. This is considered as a benefit as it allows the construction site manager and 
traffic marshals to know where the vehicle is and better understand when a vehicle will 
arrive at site. This helps support better planning of vehicle movements due to improved 
data availability. 

 The reliability of a construction vehicle arriving at site at a defined time slot is expected to 
improve. An improvement in reliability in the order of 13% is anticipated as a result of 
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better vehicle management and control through the use of Kerb Construction software. 
This includes vehicle tracking and use of vehicle holding areas. 

Benefits for Wider Implementation of Kerb Products 

The benefits of implementing the Kerb products at scale e.g. across all of Greater London, 
have also been assessed. The key benefits are as follows: 

Greater London 

 Potential annual revenue for local authority  £139m 

 Additional deliveries enabled   +21% 

 Reduction in km travelled per day   64,580 

 Reduction in km travelled per year   20.2million 

 Tonnes of carbon saved per year   15,500 

 Equivalent cars removed per year    12,700 

Comparison with other schemes 

The Kerb products can also be considered in comparison to other transport schemes. A 
selection of schemes is shown below and the Kerb products can be seen to be deliver a 
comparable set of benefits. 

 Click and Collect: research by London First shows that a potential comprehensive 
network of click and collect across London could save more than 75 million van kilometres 
every year and reduce parcel delivery CO2 emissions by 20% or 16,700 tonnes per year. 

 The Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ): it is estimated by TfL that the ULEZ could save 
more than 12,300 tonnes of CO2 each year. 

 E-cargo bikes: a two-week trial used e-cargo bikes to make 95% of local deliveries under 
5km – this equated to a potential annual saving of approximately 2,200kg of CO2.  

 Consolidation: a study by FTC modelled five parcel carriers working over a 3.7km2 area 
of central London and considered 3000 items delivered to 900 locations. Consolidating 
deliveries using a single carrier resulted in a reduction in the number of delivery vans and 
drivers needed from 33 to 13, with annual savings of 39,000 driver hours, 175,000km 
driven, 53,000kg of CO2 and 56kg of NOx. 

 Portering: a further study by FTC assessed the potential impact of portering (i.e. multiple 
deliveries made on foot from a vehicle) based a on major parcel carrier operating in 
central London. The results suggested CO2 emissions could be reduced by 45% 
(9500kg/year) and NOx by 33% (8kg/year), with driving distance reduced by 78% 
(48,100km/year) and time spent stationary at the kerbside reduced by 45% (2600 
hours/year). 
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Next Steps 

The appraisal presented in this report shows that the introduction of the Kerb products has the 
potential to provide significant benefits to the kerb owner and kerb user. The assessment is 
based on typical expected transport conditions at locations where the Kerb products could be 
implemented. 

The “Dashboard” provided as part of the appraisal tool enables different conditions to be 
assessed easily at a high level e.g. adjusting delivery slot length to account for different 
delivery types. This tool should support discussions with potential users of the kerb products 
and help reflect the analysis to their specific needs. 

Once specific locations for the introduction of the Kerb products are identified, further work 
could be completed to model traffic behaviour with and without the use of the Kerb products. 
This would be similar to the previous work completed by Buchanan and would enable the 
high-level traffic assessment provided in this appraisal to be replaced by a more detailed 
analysis which reflects actual on-street traffic conditions.  

Further work could also be completed to share the assessment with interested stakeholders 
(e.g. council transport officers) to obtain their view of the proposals and the assumptions used 
to derive the results. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 Grid Smarter Cities (Grid) has developed a series of products to help manage and deliver 
sustainable freight and logistics behaviour by reinventing how a compliant kerbside is 
operated, managed and delivered. 

1.1.2 Three products have been developed as follows: 

 Kerb Control – provides intelligent kerbside management for kerbside owners such as 
local highway authorities. The system uses or creates one or more vehicle bay types as 
set out below. These can incorporate smart signs, for controlled management and usage. 
The system can be implemented across a single bay, multiple bays or area wide and be 
variable by time of day, vehicle type and location requirements. 

 Permit Loading Bay: Digital platform for booking and allocating time slots in existing 
on-street parking and loading bays.  

 Virtual Loading Bay: A nearby digital alternative location for delivery vehicles when 
the Permit Loading Bay is blocked or unavailable (or in advance when a user has an 
agreed parking / loading dispensation). 

 Loading extension: Permit to extend the typical 20 mins LGV, and 40 mins HGV 
loading/unloading time limits in designated loading and unloading zones. 

 Zonal permit: Daily access permit allowing access to restricted kerbside (whilst 
observing certain protocols) within a permit restricted or geographical zone. 

 Kerb Delivery – provides guaranteed kerbside delivery access to the different bay types 
described above. It incorporates a web app for the delivery company, a mobile app for 
drivers and connects directly to the Kerb Control product.  

 Kerb Construction – coordinates last mile vehicle movements to and from a construction 
site via a series of ‘Virtual Holding Bays’. It incorporates a web app for site management 
and haulier, and a mobile app for drivers and traffic marshals.  

1.1.3 These tools have been previously assessed based on conditions in Westminster (SKM Colin 
Buchanan report 2011) and trials have been run in several locations including Sunderland, 
Dublin and London. 

1.1.4 This report provides an updated assessment of the benefits to local authorities, delivery 
organisations and delivery recipients of the Kerb products. 
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1.2 Purpose of the Report 

1.2.1 The approach to assessing the Kerb products has been presented in the previous report 
“Appraisal Specification Report”. This “Option Assessment Report” (OAR) presents the results 
of the appraisal process. 

1.2.2 In summary, the appraisal follows a six-step process as set out in Figure 1.1 and the approach 
used follows the Department for Transport’s Transport Appraisal Guidance. 

Figure 1.1 Appraisal Process 

 

1.2.3 In this report, the detailed outputs for different objectives or Critical Success Requirements are 
split into groups. One set reflects the likely interests of the kerb owner (i.e. local authority) who 
is expected to be interested in the impacts of the Kerb products in their widest sense (e.g 
economic impacts and impacts on the environmental and society at large). A further set 
focuses on the impact on the kerb user (i.e. delivery operator) and these results provide 
information on the financial impacts and operational improvements provided by the products. 

1.3 Report Structure 

1.3.1 Following this introduction, this Report is set out as follows: 

 Chapter 2 defines the options that have been assessed 

 Chapter 3 presents the results of the assessment 

 Chapter 4 provides a commentary on the results and presents potential next steps for the 
assessment 

1.3.2 Appendices are also provided as follows: 

 Appendix A provides the appraisal results in full for Scenarios 1-4 

 Appendix B provides the appraisal results in full for Scenario 5 - Construction 

 Appendix C provide details traffic delay assessment 

 Appendix D presents a “Dashboard” which can be used to alter input assumptions for the 
appraisal which in turn updates the outputs 

 Appendix E provides a summary of discussions held with representatives of the freight 
logistics industry 

 Appendix F provides details of the assessment of the benefits of the Kerb products when 
implemented across a wide area 

 

1
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2 Definition of Assessed Options 

2.1 Overview 

2.1.1 As part of the appraisal process five options (referred to as scenarios) have been assessed as 
described in following sections. Further details of the assumptions used for each Scenario are 
provided in Appendix A. 

2.2 Scenario 1: Permit Loading Bay  

2.2.1 Single bay able to serve a single vehicle (at any one time), located on a single-carriageway 
two-way urban road, with 600-700 vehicles per hour per direction throughout the day. The bay 
is used by mix of servicing: deliveries to nearby shops and businesses; and parcel deliveries 
to private residences. If the bay is occupied, van/car users will spend 5 minutes waiting or 
circulating until bay becomes free; larger vehicles spend 10 minutes to find alternative nearby 
location. Several signalised junctions in the vicinity of the bay. Bus routes pass the bay, 
moderate pedestrian flow on footway and cycle traffic in the carriageway. 

2.3 Scenario 2: Virtual Loading Bay 

2.3.1 Virtual loading bay able to accommodate multiple vehicles unable to use other Kerb-controlled 
bays (e.g. due to previous delivery over-running etc). Located on a single-carriageway two-
way urban road, with 600-700 vehicles per hour per direction throughout the day. The virtual 
loading bay is used by a mix of servicing: deliveries to nearby shops and businesses; and 
parcel deliveries to private residences. If the bay is occupied, van/car users will spend 5 
minutes waiting or circulating until bay becomes free; larger vehicles spend 10 minutes to find 
alternative nearby location. Several signalised junctions in the vicinity of the bay. Bus routes 
pass the bay, moderate pedestrian flow on footway and cycle traffic in the carriageway. 

2.4 Scenario 3: Loading Extension 

2.4.1 Time extension to a Permit Loading Bay to accommodate a single vehicle which needs 
additional time for loading. Located on a single-carriageway two-way urban road, with 600-700 
vehicles per hour per direction throughout the day. The bay is used by mix of servicing: 
deliveries to nearby shops and businesses; and parcel deliveries to private residences. If the 
bay is occupied, van/car users will spend 5 minutes waiting or circulating until bay becomes 
free; larger vehicles spend 10 minutes to find alternative nearby location. Several signalised 
junctions in the vicinity of the bay. Bus routes pass the bay, moderate pedestrian flow on 
footway and cycle traffic in the carriageway.  

2.5 Scenario 4: Zonal Permit 

2.5.1 Multiple bays able to accommodate single vehicles via twenty Kerb-controlled bays. Typical 
streets within the zone are a single-carriageway two-way urban road, with 600-700 vehicles 
per hour per direction throughout the day. Bays are used by mix of servicing: deliveries to 
nearby shops and businesses; and parcel deliveries to private residences. If the bay is 
occupied, van/car users will spend 5 minutes waiting or circulating until bay becomes free; 
larger vehicles spend 10 minutes to find alternative nearby location. Several signalised 
junctions operate within the zone. Bus routes pass through the zone and moderate pedestrian 
flows on footways and cycle traffic within the zone. 
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2.6 Scenario 5: Construction 

2.6.1 Implementation of a construction gate and holding area management system with multiple 
parking locations for construction deliveries. 
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3 Assessment Summary 

3.1 Overview 

3.1.1 Each Objective and CSR has been assessed based on the methodology set out in the ASR. 
This chapter presents a summary of the results of the assessment for each assessed 
scenario. Full details of the assessment of each component of the appraisal are provided in 
Appendix B together with further commentary on the methodology used to undertake the 
assessment. 

3.1.2 Appendix C provides some worked examples for the elements of the appraisal focusing on 
traffic delay. 

3.1.3 Finally, Appendix D presents the “Dashboard” which has been developed as part of the 
spreadsheet appraisal tool used to undertake the assessment. This Dashboard enables a user 
to alter inputs (e.g. number of bays or demand to use a bay) and hence change the outputs of 
the assessment. 

3.1.4 The results of the assessment are presented on subsequent pages as follows: 

 Alternative presentation of the quantified elements of the appraisal in table format for 
Scenario 1 

 Summary of results for objectives based on scoring each element on a scale of 1 to 5 – 
this presentation of results reflects an objective-based assessment using qualitative and 
quantitative analysis and considers a wide range of impacts 

 Summary of results for CSRs based on scoring each element on a scale of 1 to 5 

 Presentation of results using infographics – this presentation of results focuses on the 
more quantitative elements of the appraisal. 

3.1.5 The assessment of results has been based on a series of assumptions concerning the likely 
implementation of the Kerb products in typical urban environments and professional 
judgement has been used to support the technical analysis. To understand the impact of the 
Kerb products in a specific location the analysis should be updated with revisions to the input 
assumptions to reflect the layout and transport conditions in that location. 

3.1.6 Following the completion of the assessment for each scenario the results were scaled up to 
reflect the likely impacts if the Kerb products were implemented to cover all potential loading 
bays in all of Greater London. The results of this process are provided in Appendix F.   
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Figure 3.1 Summary of Assessment - Objectives 

 

 
  

Scenario Name Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit Construction
Scenario Number 1 2 3 4 5

Business users & transport providers 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

Reliability impact on business users 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 1.0

Active Modes Benefits 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0

Regeneration 2.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 4.0

Wider Impacts 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

Noise & Vibration 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Air Quality 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Greenhouse gases 2.0 3.0 2.0 5.0 5.0

Landscape 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Townscape 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Heritage of Historic resources 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Biodiversity 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Reliability impact on Commuting and Other users 2.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 3.0

Physical activity 2.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 1.0

Journey quality 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 2.0

Accidents 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Security 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Access to services 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Affordability 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Severance 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Cost to Broad Transport Budget 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 1.0

Indirect Tax Revenues 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

45.0 50.0 43.0 55.0 46.0Total Score (Objectives)

Scenario description

Economic

Environment

Social

Public accounts

Summary of objective scores: +1 

(worst) to +5 (best)
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Figure 3.2 Summary of Assessment – CSRs 

 
  

Scenario Name Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit Construction

Scenario Number 1 2 3 4 5

[CSR1]: Change in parking enforcement  regime requirements 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 N/A

[CSR2]: Improved efficiency of operations 3.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 5.0

[CSR3]: Scheme provides Value for Money for kerb owner 3.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 4.0

[CSR4]: Scheme provides Value for Money for Delivery Operator 4.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 5.0

[CSR5]: Reliability of bay availability 4.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 N/A

[CSR6]; Reduction in traffic flows and impact on safety 3.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 3.0

[CSR7]: Monitoring of delivery progress along routes, improving resilience of operations 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 5.0

[CSR8]: Reduction in PCNs issued to delivery operators 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0

[CSR9]: Increased reliability for  construction vehicle arrivals N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.0

[CSR10]: Information on kerb use available for policy development and decision-making 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

29.0 34.0 30.0 37.0 30.0

74.0 84.0 73.0 92.0 30.0

Summary of CSR scores: +1 (worst) to 

+5 (best)

Total Score (CSRs)

Total Score (Objectives + CSRs)

Scenario details description
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Figure 3.3 Summary of Assessment – Kerb Owners - Infographics 

  

• 1 Bay = £4k pa or 133 mins / day • 1 Bay = £89k pa or 1950 mins / day

• Virtual bay = £17k pa or 305 mins / day • Virtual bay = £89k pa or 1950 mins / day

• Virtual Loading Extension = £2k pa or 219 mins / day • Virtual Loading Extension = £89k pa or 1950 mins / day

• Zonal Permit = £9k pa or 156 mins / day • Zonal Permit = £1779k pa or 39000 mins / day

• 1 Bay = BCR of >4 • 1 Bay = 0.0007 pa valued at £3000 over 20 years

• Virtual bay = BCR of >4 • Virtual bay = 0.0018 pa valued at £6000 over 20 years

• Virtual Loading Extension = BCR of >4

• Zonal Permit = >4

• Zonal Permit = 0.0007 pa valued at £3000 over 20 years

Improvement in delay for delivery vehicles Improvement in traffic flow and delay on road network

Economic benefit of reduced delay for highway authority 

of introducing Kerb Delivery

Reduction in number of KSI incidents on road network

• Virtual Loading Extension = 0.0012 pa valued at £4000 over 20 years

Delivery Vehicles

Value for Money

Traffic Flow

Road Safety

Kerb Control – Benefits for Kerb Owners

S
T

A
N

T
E

C

1
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• 1 Bay = £66k over 20 years • 1 Bay = £12k over 20 years 

• Virtual bay = £66k over 20 years • Virtual bay = £12k over 20 years 

• Virtual Loading Extension =  £66k over 20 years • Virtual Loading Extension =  £12k over 20 years 

• Zonal Permit = £397k over 20 years • Zonal Permit = £74k over 20 years 

• 1 Bay = 3 Tonnes pa • 1 Bay = £100k over 20 years 

• Virtual bay = 7 Tonnes pa • Virtual bay = £100k over 20 years 

• Virtual Loading Extension = 5 Tonnes pa • Virtual Loading Extension =  £100k over 20 years 

• Zonal Permit = 53 Tonnes pa • Zonal Permit = £2400k over 20 years 

Benefit from reduced risk of premature death and reduced 

absenteeism

Reduction in Greenhouse gasses from delivery vehicles 

on road network

Benefit from reduced risk of premature death and 

reduced absenteeism

Benefit from modal shift, due to reduced congestion, lower 

infrastructure mainent

Health Active Modes

Journey QualityFreight Emissions
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Figure 3.4 Summary of Assessment – Kerb Users - Infographics 

 
 
 
  

• 1 Bay = +24% of trips on time • 1 Bay = 1500 fewer PCNs per annum, saving £120000

• Virtual bay = +45% of trips on time • Virtual bay = 1500 fewer PCNs per annum, saving £120000

• Virtual Loading Extension =  +20% of trips on time 

• Zonal Permit = +4% of trips on time 

• Zonal Permit = 30000 fewer PCNs per annum, saving £2400000

• 1 Bay = 9 • 1 Bay = £128k pa

• Virtual bay = 33 • Virtual bay = £280k pa

• Virtual Loading Extension =  7 • Virtual Loading Extension = £118k pa

• Zonal Permit = 33 • Zonal Permit = £2365k pa

Journey time reliability improvements and loading bay 

space certainty

Approximate reduction in number of PCNs received and associated 

admin costs

Increase in number of drops made per day

Net financial benefit to all businesses of introducing Kerb Delivery 

• Virtual Loading Extension = 1500 fewer PCNs per annum, saving 

£120000

Delivery Reliability

Delivery Efficiency

Reduced Costs

Value for Money

Kerb Delivery – Benefits for Kerb Users
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Figure 3.5 Alternative Presentation of Results – Kerb Owner – Scenario 1 Example 

Objective Sub-Objective Impact 
Value/  
Score 

Economic  Business users & transport 
providers 

Changes in traffic flows and delays resulting in 
journey time savings 

Journey time savings of 133 mins 
expected equivalent to a benefit of 
£8.3k per year 

Regeneration 
Impact on the economic regeneration of the area of 
operation 

Minor beneficial change from better 
street environment, less illegal 
parking 

Wider Impacts 
Changes to job markets or land value associated 
with the scheme implementation 

Minor beneficial change from 
enabling additional economic activity 

Environment  Noise & Vibration 
Changes in noise and vibration based on traffic 
analysis and highway arrangements  

Minor beneficial change from less 
vehicle circulation 

Air Quality 
Changes in air quality based on traffic analysis and 
highway arrangements 

Minor beneficial change from less 
vehicle circulation 

Greenhouse gases 
Changes in Greenhouse gases based on traffic 
analysis  

Saves 3 Tonnes per year 

Landscape Does the scheme provide landscape benefits 
Minor beneficial change from 
improved street environment 

Townscape 
Improvement the townscape, either by the better 
location of loading/unloading or other effects 

Minor beneficial change from 
improved street environment 

Heritage of Historic 
resources 

Benefit to locations of particular historic importance No significant change 

Biodiversity 
Benefits to the environment such that biodiversity is 
improved 

No significant change 

Social  Reliability impact on 
Commuting and Other users 

Improved highway reliability for commuters and 
other users. Delay due to deliveries reduced. 

Minor beneficial change from less 
circulating traffic 

Physical activity Greater physical activity by members of the public Economic benefits of £66k pa 

Journey quality  
Effect on real and perceived physical and social 
environment experienced while travelling 

Minor beneficial change from less 
circulating traffic 
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Accidents 

Reduction in occurrence of accidents (KSI) on the 
road network 
Improved safety for delivery drivers as more 
deliveries take place in designated loading bays 

0.00074 pa 

Security 
Improved security arrangements based on highway 
arrangements 

No significant change 

Access to services 
Improved access to services based on highway 
arrangements  

No significant change 

Affordability Effect on affordability based on revenue impacts 
Saving approx. £12k pa in admin 
cost 

Severance 
Effect on severance based on highway 
arrangements  

Minor beneficial change from less 
circulating traffic and better parking 
locations 

Public accounts 

± 
Cost to Broad Transport 
Budget 

Effect on the transport budget of the local authority Additional revenue of £17k pa 

Indirect Tax Revenues Effect on the collection of indirect tax revenue 
Reduction in km travelled means 
lower fuel duty revenue 
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Critical Success Requirement Impact Value/Score 

[[CSR1]: Change in parking enforcement 
regime requirements 

 

Number of PCNs issued and associated 
change in enforcement and administration 
costs - assess net position 

-£12k pa 

[CSR3]: Scheme provides Value for Money 
for kerb owner 

 

Benefit Cost Ratio of Scheme BCR = >4 

[CSR6]: Reduction in traffic flows and 
impact on safety 

 

Change in vehicle km travelled by delivery 
vehicles 

3600km saved per year 

[CSR10]: Information on kerb use available 
for policy development and decision-
making 

 

Intelligence on the use of the kerbside that 
allows the kerb owner and delivery 
operators to make informed decisions and 
policy e.g. parking platform, London Lorry 
Control Scheme 

Moderate beneficial change 
due to booking data being 

available 
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4 Commentary on Results and Next Steps 

4.1 Summary 

4.1.1 The appraisal presented in this report shows that the Kerb products have the potential to 
provide significant benefits to both Kerb Owner (i.e. local authorities) and Kerb User (i.e. 
delivery operators). 

4.1.2 The key benefits for each type of user have been assessed as follows: 

4.2 Benefits for the Kerb Owner 

 Kerb product has a low cost of implementation (c£3k for software and limited costs for 
minor changes required around loading bays) 

 Kerb Owner would receive an income taken from a proportion of the Kerb booking fee – 
this could equate to around £25,000 pa for one bay – the financial benefits of the Kerb 
products are therefore high 

 The more efficient and controlled management of the kerbside would reduce the need for 
PCNs to be issued in the area near the bay. This would enable Civil Enforcement Officers 
to focus on the parts of the borough/council area where there are traffic problems and 
where further enforcement activity would be beneficial. This means that no reduction in 
revenue from PCNs is expected following the introduction of the Kerb products. This might 
be expected to change only with an implementation of Kerb products across a wide area 
which leads to significant improvements in kerbside management across the entire area 
which in turn significantly reduces the level of non-compliance – in such circumstances the 
number of Civil Enforcement Officers would need to be reviewed to reflect the revised 
need for them. 

 Economic benefits in terms of reduced traffic delay associated with reduced numbers of 
circulating delivery vehicles are many times greater than the cost of implementing the 
scheme – the analysis indicates that the introduction of the Kerb products would provide 
Kerb Owners with High or Very High levels of Value for Money (in terms of DfT’s criteria 
for the assessment of transport schemes). 

 There are further significant potential economic benefits associated with the reduced level 
of congestion and delays caused by poor kerbside management without the Kerb 
products. These have been assessed at a high level and are expected be many times 
higher than the benefits associated with the reduction in circulating traffic. 

 The improved kerbside environment also helps encourage the use of Active Modes 
(walking and cycling) which in turn leads to health benefits. 

 When all these economic benefits are combined the analysis shows that the introduction 
of the Kerb products is expected to provide more benefits than costs after a single year. 

 There are further benefits associated with the reduction in emissions which are estimated 
from 3 tonnes per year for a single loading bay to 50+ tonnes per year for the introduction 
of the Kerb products across a wide area. 

 Finally, the introduction of the Kerb products is expected to lead to a reduction in 
accidents and casualties due to the reduce number of circulating vehicles and the 
improved management of the kerbside helping improve conditions for vulnerable road 
users. 
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4.3 Benefits for the Kerb User 

 Kerb products have a zero cost of implementation for the Kerb User and an estimated 
usage cost of £3 per booking. 

 The improved kerbside management provided through the use of Kerb products enables 
the Kerb User to make more deliveries per day (which increases revenues), reduces the 
likelihood of getting a PCN (which reduces costs) and improves reliability in terms of being 
able to access a loading bay at an agreed and suitable time. 

 For example, the implementation of the Kerb product for a single bay could lead to the 
delivery operator being able to make nine more deliveries per day, annual savings of 
£100,000 in PCN costs per bay and a 20%+ increase in reliability. 

 The overall financial impact to deliver operators of the Kerb products is estimated to range 
from a benefit of £100k pa for a single bay to c£2m across a zone. 

 Further safety benefits to deliver drivers due to more deliveries taking place in designated 
loading bays. 

4.4 Benefits of Kerb Construction 

 Kerb Construction is anticipated to provide a reduction in average journey times for other 
road users from better management of construction vehicles. This includes elements such 
as a reduction in construction vehicle circulating mileage linked to vehicles either trying to 
find a place to stop, being turned away from site or being redirected to a vehicle holding 
area after arriving at site unplanned. The savings could equate to approximately £275k 
per year 

 In addition, Kerb Construction is also expected to lead to reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions of around 59 tonnes per year for a large construction site. 

 Kerb Construction will also help monitor construction vehicle movements from origin to 
destination. This is considered as a benefit as it allows the construction site manager and 
traffic marshals to know where the vehicle is and understand when it will arrive at site. The 
product also allows for better planning on vehicle movements to occur due to enhanced 
data availability. 

 The reliability of a construction vehicle arriving at site during a defined time slot is 
expected to improve following the introduction of Kerb Construction. An improvement in 
reliability in the order of 13% is anticipated as a result of better vehicle management and 
control through the use of Kerb Construction software. This includes vehicle tracking and 
use of vehicle holding areas. 
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4.5 Benefits for Wider Implementation of Kerb Products 

4.5.1 The analysis presented in Appendix F shows the potential benefits if the Kerb products are 
implemented at scale e.g. across all of Greater London.  

4.5.2 The key benefits are as follows: 

Greater London 

 Potential annual revenue for local authority  £139m 

 Additional deliveries enabled   +21% 

 Reduction in km travelled per day   64,580 

 Reduction in km travelled per year   20.2million 

 Tonnes of carbon saved per year   15,500 

 Equivalent cars removed per year    12,700 

4.6 Comparison with other schemes 

The Kerb products can also be considered in comparison to other transport schemes. A 
selection of schemes is shown below and the Kerb products can be seen to be deliver a 
comparable set of benefits. 

 Click and Collect: research by London First shows that a potential comprehensive 
network of click and collect across London could save more than 75 million van kilometres 
every year and reduce parcel delivery CO2 emissions by 20% or 16,700 tonnes per year. 
(Source: For the Goods of the City, London First, July 2021) 

 The Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ): it is estimated by TfL that the ULEZ could save 
more than 12,300 tonnes of CO2 each year. (Source: TfL Website) 

 E-cargo bikes: a two-week trial used e-cargo bikes to make 95% of local deliveries under 
5km – this equated to a potential annual saving of approximately 2,f200kg of CO2.  

 Consolidation: a study by FTC modelled five parcel carriers working over a 3.7km2 area 
of central London and considered 3000 items delivered to 900 locations. Consolidating 
deliveries using a single carrier resulted in a reduction in the number of delivery vans and 
drivers needed from 33 to 13, with annual savings of 39,000 driver hours, 175,000km 
driven, 53,000kg of CO2 and 56kg of NOx. 

 Portering: a further study by FTC assessed the potential impact of portering (i.e. multiple 
deliveries made on foot from a vehicle) based a on major parcel carrier operating in 
central London. The results suggested CO2 emissions could be reduced by 45% 
(9500kg/year) and NOx by 33% (8kg/year), with driving distance reduced by 78% 
(48,100km/year) and time spent stationary at the kerbside reduced by 45% (2600 
hours/year). 
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4.7 Next Steps 

4.7.1 The appraisal presented in this report shows that the introduction of the Kerb products has the 
potential to provide significant benefits to the kerb owner and kerb user. The assessment is 
based on typical expected transport conditions at locations where the kerb products could be 
implemented. 

4.7.2 The “Dashboard” provided as part of the appraisal tool enables different conditions to be 
assessed easily at a high level e.g. adjusting the delivery slot length to account for different 
delivery types. This tool should support discussions with potential users of the kerb products 
as the assessment can be adjusted to their specific circumstances. 

4.7.3 Once specific locations for the introduction of the Kerb products are identified further work 
could be completed to model traffic behaviour with and without the use of the Kerb products. 
This would be similar to the previous work completed by Buchanan and would enable the 
high-level traffic assessment provided in this appraisal to be replaced by a more detailed 
analysis which reflects actual on-street traffic conditions.  

4.7.4 Further work could also be completed to share the assessment with interested stakeholders 
(e.g. council transport officers) to obtain their view of the proposals and the assumptions used 
to derive the results. 
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 Appraisal Results – Kerb Scenarios 1-4 
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A.1 Objective and CSR Scoring and Values 

A.1.1 A quantitative analysis has been undertaken for each Objective and CSR where it has been 
possible to calculate a measurable value. Where this was not possible a qualitative analysis 
has been undertaken using professional judgement and relevant guidance. The analysis uses 
the scoring method outlined below to provide a result for each Objective and CSR aligned to 
the different scenarios. Where a quantitative analysis was possible a set of value thresholds 
have been aligned to the scoring method to provide the final scores and values. 

 +1 No significant change  

 +2 Minor beneficial change  

 +3 Moderate beneficial change  

 +4 Significant beneficial change 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change 

A.1.2 In the assessment, prices are presented in 2020 values and where required prices have been 
discounted back to present values for 2020. 
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A.2 Objective – Economic – Business Users & Transport Providers 

A.2.1 Changes in traffic flows and delays are assessed using a quantitative methodology based on 
average journey time savings. These benefits accrue to general roads users and are expected 
to be of interest to the Kerb Owner. The methodology used is set out in the steps below: 

 Estimate bay capacity based on size of bay and average dwell time per drop 

 Estimate bay usage based on number of deliveries and servicing drops by user type 
(business, retail, residential) 

 Estimated probability of bay being occupied (i.e. usage / capacity) 

 Estimate probability of bay conflict between users (i.e. one user arrives whist bay is 
occupied) 

 Estimate number of conflicts per day (based on demand per day multiplied by probability 
of conflict per day) 

 If conflict occurs, then estimate additional vehicle circulation time and distance travelled by 
delivery vehicle which cannot access the bay 

 Convert additional time to economic value using value of time estimate (£15 per hour). 
This is the standard economic value for vehicles of this type. In practice, delivery 
operating costs are typically £60 per hour and hence the time saved has more value as 
the saved time can be used to undertake more deliveries. The value of these additional 
deliveries is assessed separately and hence these higher values of time are not included 
in this part of the assessment to avoid double counting.  

 Convert result from hour to day to annual figure and apply over 20 years 

A.2.2 The results of this process are set out in the table below and they have also been aligned to 
the scores presented below. The analysis shows that three of the four scenarios are expected 
to produce a minor beneficial change and the Zonal Permit would bring a moderate beneficial 
change. 

 +1 No significant change 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (benefits of <£100k pa) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (benefits of £100k to £500k pa) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (benefits of £500k to £1m pa) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (benefits of £1m+ pa) 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Business 
Users & 
Transport 
Providers 

2 

133 mins 
per day 

equates to 
£4k pa 

2 

305 mins 
per day 

equates to 
£17k pa 

2 

219 mins 
per day 

equates to 
£2k pa 

3 

156 mins 
per day 

equates to 
£9k pa 
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A.3 Objective – Economic – Delivery Reliability 

A.3.1 The delivery reliability objective measures the impact of each scenario on journey time 
reliability for delivery operators (Kerb Users) and uses the following methodology.  

 Estimate and compare probability of conflict with and without Kerb product 

A.3.2 For example, without Kerb product probability of conflict is 0.8 and with Kerb product 
probability of conflict is 0.6. This indicates an improvement in reliability of 25% (0.2/0.8) 

A.3.3 The scoring of this measure is assessed in terms of the percentage of deliveries made within 
the required timeslot (e.g. 30mins). 

A.3.4 The results shown below indicate that the Permit Loading Bay, Virtual Loading Bay and 
Loading Extension are all expected to significantly increase delivery reliability. This is due to 
the use of the Kerb products in these scenarios significantly reducing the chance of conflict 
occurring between delivery vehicles through better kerbside management. 

A.3.5 For the Zonal Permit scenario, only a minor beneficial change is anticipated due to the greater 
number of bays and general kerbside availability over a wider area. This means that chances 
of a conflict are lower because of the greater number of potential loading bay options which 
are available. Introducing the Kerb products still provides an improvement in kerbside 
management and further reduces the chance of conflict and these benefits will increase with 
high levels of loading demand (and consequently higher chances of potential conflicts to use 
loading bays). 

 +1 No significant change 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (5% increase in reliability) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (10% increase in reliability) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (15% increase in reliability) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (20% increase in reliability) 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Delivery 
Reliability 

5 
24% 

increase in 
reliability 

5 
45% 

increase in 
reliability 

5 
20% 

increase in 
reliability 

2 
4% 

increase in 
reliability 
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A.4 Objective – Economic – Active Modes 

A.4.1 The impact of the different scenarios on the objective of increasing active modes was 
undertaken using the DfT’s Active Mode Appraisal Toolkit (AMAT). The following thresholds 
were then applied to the outputs of the AMAT assessment to provide the results shown in the 
table below. The results show that all scenarios are expected to deliver a minor beneficial 
change for the Kerb Owner. 

 +1 No significant change 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (benefits of <£100k pa) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (benefits of £100k to £500k pa) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (benefits of £500k to £1m pa) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (benefits of £1m+ pa) 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Active 
Modes 

2 £12k pa 2 £12k pa 2 £12k pa 2 £74k pa 

 

A.5 Objective – Economic – Regeneration 

A.5.1 This objective considers whether the different scenarios will have a positive impact for the 
Kerb Owner on the economic regeneration of the area of operation.  

A.5.2 This part of the appraisal has been undertaken qualitatively and provides the results as shown 
in the table below. This indicates that both the Permit Loading Bay and Loading Extension will 
have a minor beneficial impact, the Virtual Loading Bay will have moderate beneficial impact 
and the Zonal Permit will have significant beneficial impact.  

A.5.3 This is due to a combination of factors including the Kerb products contribution to better 
streetscape, less congestion, fewer emissions, reduced illegal parking and additional kerbside 
capacity. The Zonal Permit performs best due to the cumulative impact of the benefits 
accruing over a wider area. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Regenerati
on 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

3 
Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
2 

Minor 
beneficial 

change  
4 

Significant 
beneficial 

change  
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A.6 Objective – Economic – Associated Impacts 

A.6.1 The associated impact objective looks at the likelihood of positive changes to job markets or 
land value uplift associated with implementing the different scenarios for the Kerb Owner. 

A.6.2 The appraisal was undertaken qualitatively, and the table below provides the scoring. The 
scores indicate that the first three scenarios are all expected to provide a minor beneficial 
change from enabling additional economic activity. The Zonal Permit will provide a moderate 
beneficial impact by enabling further economic activity and providing flexible additional 
kerbside capacity. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Wider 
Impacts  

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

3 
Moderate 
beneficial 

change  

 

A.7 CSR1 – Economic – Parking Enforcement Regime 

A.7.1 CSR1 considers the impact of the different scenarios on the parking enforcement regime of 
Kerb Owner. The appraisal is undertaken by analysing the number of PCNs issued per year 
and with and without the Kerb product and the associated change in enforcement and 
administration costs. This provides a net position and the scores are aligned to the scoring 
method as set out below. 

 +1 No significant change or negative revenue impact (<£1k pa income) 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (£1-10k pa income) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (+£10-20k pa income) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (+£20-30k pa income) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (+£30k pa income) 

A.7.2 It should be noted that any reduction in PCNs issued near a location where the Kerb products 
are implemented will be offset by increased PCNs issued by the reassignment of Civil 
Enforcement Officers to locations which they are currently unable to serve. The overall 
position on revenue to the kerb owner from PCNs is therefore assumed to be neutral. 

A.7.3 The table below indicates that both the Permit Loading Bay and Loading Extension will have a 
minor beneficial impact, the Virtual Loading Bay will have moderate beneficial impact and the 
Zonal Permit will have significant beneficial impact. (Note - Reduction in costs reflects a 
benefit to the kerb owner as there are lower administration costs associated with enforcing 
loading restrictions.) 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Parking 
Enforcement 
Regime – 
Change in 
Costs 

3 -£12k pa 3 -£12k pa 3 -£12k pa 5 -£240k pa 
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A.8 CSR2 – Economic – Delivery Efficiency 

A.8.1 CSR2 calculates how the implementation of the Kerb products will improve delivery efficiency 
by increasing the number of deliveries possible per day for each scenario. This will provide a 
benefit to Kerb Users and the methodology follows the steps set out below: 

 Estimate delivery vehicle circulation time (calculated previously) without Kerb product 

 Estimate reduction in vehicle circulation time due to Kerb product 

 Time saved means there is an increase in time available to make more delivery drops 

 Estimate number of additional drops based on estimated time per drop 

A.8.2 As part of the appraisal process a set of value thresholds have been aligned to the scoring 
method to provide the results as set out in below.  

 +1 No significant change or negative impact 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (increase of 1 to 5) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (increase of 5 to 10) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (increase of 10 to 20) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (increase of >20) 

A.8.3 The results in the table below show that the Permit Loading Bay would be expected to allow 
an additional nine deliveries per day and the Loading Extension a further seven. The Virtual 
Loading Bay is shown to provide the potential for an additional 33 deliveries per day to be 
made. The Zonal Permit could allow for a further ten deliveries per day. As described in a 
following section making these additional drops enables the kerb user to generate more 
revenue. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Delivery 
Efficiency 
(Change in 
number of 
drops per 
day) 

3 9 5 33 3 7 3 10 
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A.9 CSR3 – Economic – Value for Money (Kerb Owner) 

A.9.1 CSR3 calculates the Benefit Cost Ratio for the Kerb Owner for each scenario and uses the 
following steps: 

 Core benefits: 

▪ Estimate benefits associated with reduced circulation over delivery vehicles 

▪ Divide benefits by costs of implementation of Kerb products and any 
associated highways works cost and maintenance  

 Associated benefits 

▪ Estimate benefits associated with improvements to general traffic flows and 
reduction in casualties 

▪ Include AMAT benefits (health, journey quality etc) 

 Sum all benefits 

 Divide benefits by costs 

A.9.2 As part of the appraisal process a set of value thresholds were aligned to the scoring method 
to provide the results as set out below.  

 +1 BCR is < 1.0 (i.e. Poor)  

 +2 BCR is between 1.0 and 1.5 (i..e Low) 

 +3 BCR is between 1.5 and 2.0 (i.e. Medium) 

 +4 BCR is between 2.0 and 4.0 (i.e. High) 

 +5 BCR is >4.0 (i.e. Very High) 

A.9.3 The results below are presented for Core benefits which shows that the Kerb products provide 
High or Very High levels of Value for Money. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Value for 
Money 
Kerb 
Owner 

5 BCR >4 5 BCR > 4 5 BCR > 4 5 BCR > 4 

A.9.4 The results are further significant improved by the inclusion of the other associated benefits 
and in practice, the Kerb products provide more benefits than costs in a single year as shown 
by the table below. 

Parameter (£ - 2020 prices) Permit 
Loading 

Bay 

Virtual 
Loading 

Bay 

Loading 
Extension 

Zonal 
Permit 

Core Benefits (over 20 years) 50 229 27 1782 

Core Benefits (over 1 year) 4 17 2 133 

Core + Wider Benefits (over 1 year) 106 120 105 2,132 

Implementation costs 3 3 3 3 

A.9.5 Further transport modelling of the specific conditions around the proposed location for the 
installation of the Kerb products would help refine this assessment. 
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A.10 CSR4 – Economic – Value for Money (Kerb User) 

A.10.1 CSR4 calculates the financial impact for the Kerb User for each scenario using the following 
method: 

 Estimate operating costs without Kerb product (including PCN costs) 

 Estimate cost of implementing Kerb product i.e. cost of booking bay slots per year 

 Estimate reduction in PCN costs for operator (Kerb User) due to improve management of 
bay 

 Estimate extra revenue from making additional deliveries 

 Compare total costs with and without Kerb product 

A.10.2 As part of the appraisal process a set of value thresholds were aligned to the scoring method 
to provide the results as set out below.  

 +1 No significant change 

 +2 Financial benefits <£10k pa 

 +3 Financial benefits between £10k pa and £50k pa 

 +4 Financial benefits between £50k pa and £100k pa 

 +5 Financial benefits >£100k pa 

A.10.3 The analysis shows that the introduction of the Kerb products provides a positive financial 
impact of the kerb user and that benefits of over £2m pa could be expected with the 
implementation of the Kerb products across a zone.  

 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Value for 
Money 
Kerb User 

5 £128k pa 4 £280k pa 5 £118k pa 5 £2244k pa 
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A.11 CSR5 – Economic – Reliability of Bay Availability 

A.11.1 CSR5 considers the potential for the increased reliability of a delivery bay being available 
when using the Kerb products. The reliability assessment is based on the expected change in 
the probability of a loading bay being available when a vehicle arrives. 

A.11.2 The probability of a conflict in using the loading bay is compared for situations with and 
without the Kerb products being implemented. A level of non-compliance in bay use is 
included (e.g. loading vehicles overstay their booking time or do not following booking 
arrangements) as even with the Kerb products in place there is still the possibility of conflict. 
The changes in reliability have been grouped as follows:  

 +1 No significant change <5% 

 +2 Reliability improved by 5-10% 

 +3 Reliability improved by 10-15% 

 +4 Reliability improved by 15-20% 

 +5 Reliability improved by >20% 

A.11.3 The results below show that the Permit Loading Bay and Virtual Loading Bay are both 
expected to provide significant beneficial change in loading bay availability with 19% and 12% 
respectively. The Loading Extension and Zonal Permit are both shown to offer a minor 
beneficial impact with an 8% improvement. These scores are dependent on the values 
assigned to the input parameters and increased levels of demand, for example would lead to 
increase levels of benefit. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Reliability 
of Bay 
Availability 

4 
Variation 
improved 

by 19% 
3 

Variation 
improved 

by 12% 
2 

Variation 
improved 

by 8% 
2 

Variation 
improved 

by 8% 
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A.12 CSR6 – Economic – Delivery Vehicle Circulating KMs 

A.12.1 CSR6 calculates the reduction in delivery vehicle circulating kilometres travelled per year 
through the introduction of the Kerb product. The scores are calculated based on the results of 
the traffic analysis using the method shown in point A.2 above. The value thresholds are then 
aligned to the scoring method below.  

 +1 No significant change or increase in vehicle km 

 +2 Vehicle km reduced by 1-3,000km per year 

 +3 Vehicle km reduced by 3-6,000km per year 

 +4 Vehicle km reduced by 6-9,000km per year 

 +5 Vehicle km reduced by >9,000km per year 

A.12.2 The results below show that the Permit Loading Bay is expected to provide a moderate 
beneficial change of 3,600kms saved per annum. The Virtual Loading Bay and Loading 
Extension are both shown to provide a significant beneficial change with 8,900kms and 
6,200kms saved per annum respectively. The Zonal Permit is anticipated very significant 
beneficial with savings in order of 69,100kms per annum. 

A.12.3 These savings increase as the number of bays managed through the Kerb products 
increases. This is because the probability of conflict between loading vehicles reduces and the 
capacity to accommodate more delivery vehicles increases. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Delivery 
Vehicle 
Circulating 
KMs 

3 
3600km 
saved pa 

4 
8900km 
saved pa 

4 
6200km 
saved pa 

5 
69100km 
saved pa 
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A.13 CSR8 – Economic – PCN Reduction for Kerb Users 

A.13.1 CSR8 considers the potential reduction in PCNs received by Kerb Users per year through the 
introduction of the Kerb products in the different scenarios. The calculation is based on the 
change in the number of PCNs issued to Kerb Users using PCN data from a number of 
London Boroughs including Westminster and Camden. The cost of the PCN is set initially at 
£65 plus a £15 admin fee for kerb users assuming operators would pay promptly to receive 
the discounted rate.  

A.13.2 Number of PCNs paid per year by operators with and without Kerb product 

 +1 No significant change <500 fewer PCNs received 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (500-1,000 fewer PCNs received) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (1,000-3,000 fewer PCNs received) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (3,000-10,000 fewer PCNs received) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (>10,000 fewer PCNs received) 

A.13.3 The scores indicate that the first three scenarios are all expected to provide a moderate 
beneficial change through a reduction in 1,500 PCNs per year and savings of £120,000 per 
annum. The Zonal Permit will provide a very significant beneficial impact of 30,000 fewer 
PCNs and savings of £2.4m by providing significantly more flexible additional kerbside 
capacity. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

PCN 
Reduction 
for Kerb 
Operator 

3 

1.5k fewer 
PCNs pa – 

saving 
£120k  

3 

1.5k fewer 
PCNs pa – 

saving 
£120k  

3 

1.5k fewer 
PCNs pa – 

saving 
£120k  

5 

30k fewer 
PCNs pa – 

saving 
£2.4m  

 

A.14 CSR10 – Economic – Policy Development and Decision Making 

A.14.1 CSR10 considers whether the introduction of the Kerb products will provide the Kerb Owner 
with improved information on kerbside activity and usage to help inform and improve policy 
development and decision making. The appraisal has been undertaken on a qualitative basis 
and the scoring is based on the fact the Kerb products will provide substantial amounts of 
additional data and enable greater analysis of how the kerbside is used. 

A.14.2 All the scenarios were considered to provide a moderate beneficial change due to the 
improved level of data made available through the use of the Kerb products. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Policy 
Development 
and Decision 
Making 

3 
Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
3 

Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
3 

Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
3 

Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
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A.15 Objective – Environment – Noise and Vibration 

A.15.1 The noise and vibration objective relates to the changes in traffic flow patterns between the 
two assessed options i.e. with and without each scenario, as well as the number and proximity 
of receptors to the affected road links. 

A.15.2 The results below show that all scenarios are thought to produce a minor beneficial change 
due to a reduction in vehicle circulating mileage by delivery vehicles looking for a suitable 
loading bay.  

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Noise and 
Vibration 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

 

A.16 Objective – Environment – Air Quality 

A.16.1 The air quality objective was assessed in the same way as noise and vibration and also 
produced a minor beneficial change across all four scenarios. This is due to minor 
improvements in air quality due to reduced numbers of delivery vehicles circulating to find a 
suitable loading bay. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Air Quality 2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 
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A.17 Objective – Environment – Greenhouse Gases 

A.17.1 Changes in greenhouse gases emissions were assessed using standard emissions rates for 
vehicles per kilometre travelled. The analysis followed the method as set out below:  

 Estimate reduction in vehicle kms travelled by delivery vehicles (estimated previously) 

 Apply standard vehicle emission rates per km travelled  

 Apply over 20 years 

A.17.2 Threshold values for reductions in greenhouse gases were then assigned to the scoring 
regime. 

 +1 No significant change (saves <1 tonne per year) 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (saves 1-5 tonnes per year) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (saves 5-10 tonnes per year) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (saves 10-15 tonnes per year) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (saves over 15 tonnes per year) 

A.17.3 The results below show that for the Permit Loading Bay and Loading Extension a minor 
beneficial change is expected of 3 tonnes pa and 5 tonnes pa respectively. The Virtual 
Loading Bay produces a moderate beneficial change of 6.8 tonnes pa and the Zonal Permit 
provides a more substantial beneficial change of up to 53 tonnes pa. This is due to the area 
wide nature of the Zonal Permit allowing greater benefits to accrue from traffic flow changes 
and loading bay capacity improvements. Similar reductions are expected for particulates and 
emissions of nitrous oxides. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Greenhouse 
Gases 

2 
3 tonnes 

pa 
3 

7 tonnes 
pa 

2 
5 tonnes 

pa 
5 

3-53 
tonnes pa 

A.17.4 For comparison purposes several other logistics focussed transport interventions have been 
reviewed in terms of their effect on greenhouse gas emissions. The table below shows three 
schemes which produce equivalent reductions to the introduction of the Kerb products. 

 E-cargo Bike Trial Delivery Consolidation Portering 

Objective 
Scheme 

description 
Scheme description Scheme description 

Greenhous
e Gases 

For two weeks 95% 
of local deliveries 
under 5km were 
made by the e-
cargo bike, 
travelling over 
200km in total 
Equates to potential 
annual saving of 
2,171kg (c2 
tonnes).  

Modelled five parcel carriers 
working over a 3.7km2 area of 
central London - 3000 items 
delivered to 900 locations. 
Consolidating deliveries using 
a single carrier = reduction in 
the number of delivery vans 
and drivers needed from 33 to 
13, with annual savings of 
39,425 hours, 176,324km 
driven, 52,721kg CO2 and 
56.4kg NOx (c52 tonnes). 

Detailed modelling of portering 
concept. Based on major parcel 
carrier operating in central 
London suggested CO2 
emissions reduced by 45% 
(9500kg/year – c10 tonnes) 
and NOx by 33% (7.64kg/year), 
with driving distance reduced 
by 78% (48,100km/year) and 
time spent stationary at the 
kerbside by 45% (2558 
hours/year). 
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A.18 Objective – Environment – Landscape 

A.18.1 The landscape objectives considers whether the scenarios provide any landscape benefits. 
The assessment was undertaken qualitatively and considers elements such as changes in 
vehicles improperly parking i.e. blocking the highway or footway. 

A.18.2 All scenarios were judged to provide a minor beneficial change in landscape due to improved 
management of loading activities leading to a better street environment. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Landscape 2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

 

A.19 Objective – Environment – Townscape 

A.19.1 The townscape objective was assessed in the same way as landscape and also produced a 
minor beneficial change across all four scenarios. This is due to minor improvements achieved 
following the implementation of the Kerb products through fewer delivery vehicles parking 
improperly helping lead to a better townscape. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Townscape 2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change 

 

A.20 Objective – Environment – Heritage 

A.20.1 The heritage objective considers whether the scenarios provide a benefit to locations of 
particular historic importance. The assessment was undertaken qualitatively and for all 
scenarios it was considered that there would be no significant change following 
implementation of the Kerb products. However, it should be noted that the outcome for this 
objective is highly location specific and in some locations improved kerbside management 
would be expected to improve the environment around an historic building or area. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Heritage 1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  
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A.21 Objective – Environment – Biodiversity 

A.21.1 The biodiversity objective considers whether the scenarios provide a benefit to locations of 
enhanced biodiversity. The assessment was undertaken qualitatively and for all scenarios it 
was considered that there would be no significant change following the implementation of the 
Kerb products. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Biodiversity 1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

 

A.22 Objective – Social – Network Reliability 

A.22.1 The Network Reliability objective considers whether the scenarios will improve the highway 
reliability for commuters and other users. 

A.22.2 For the Permit Loading Bay, a minor beneficial change is anticipated principally from a 
reduction in circulating delivery traffic. The Virtual Loading Bay and Zonal Permit should both 
produce a moderate beneficial change from less circulating traffic and additional loading 
capacity. For the Loading Extension no significant change is expected as additional loading 
without incurring a PCN unlikely to greatly reduce highway impact of deliveries.  

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Network 
Reliability 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

3 
Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
1 

No 
significant 

change  
3 

Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
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A.23 Objective – Social – Physical Activity 

A.23.1 The objective considers whether the scenarios allow for greater physical activity by members 
of the public leading to reduced risk of premature death and absenteeism. This is measured 
through monetised health impacts associated with increased take up of active travel modes 
assessed using the Health Economic Assessment Tool. The approach follows WebTAG Unit 
A4.1 and uses the following value thresholds: 

 +1 No significant change 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (benefits of <£100k pa) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (benefits of £100k to £200k pa) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (benefits of £200k to £300k pa) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (benefits of £300k+ pa) 

A.23.2 The results below indicate a minor beneficial change of £66k pa is expected for the Permit 
Loading Bay, Virtual Loading Bay and Loading Extension. The Zonal Permit is anticipated to 
generate further benefits with a value of £397k pa. This is due to the area wide nature of the 
Zonal Permit allowing greater benefits to accrue. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Physical 
Activity 

2 £66k pa 2 £66k pa 2 £66k pa 5 £397k pa 

 

A.24 Objective – Social – Journey Quality 

A.24.1 This objective considers if the scheme affects the real and perceived physical and social 
environment experienced while travelling. 

A.24.2 For the Permit Loading Bay and Virtual Loading Bay, a minor beneficial change from less 
circulating traffic is anticipated. For the loading extension no significant change as additional 
parking without PCN unlikely to greatly reduce highway impact of deliveries. With the Zonal 
Permit a moderate beneficial change is expected due to less circulating traffic and additional 
parking capacity. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Journey 
Quality 

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

1 
no 

significant 
change  

3 
Moderate 
beneficial 

change  
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A.25 Objective – Social – Accidents 

A.25.1 This objective considers accidents (actually casualties) in terms of Killed and Seriously Injured 
(KSI) data and how the reduced kilometres travelled by delivery vehicles circulating to find a 
loading bay will help lead to a reduction in accidents and casualties. 

A.25.2 The method applied for this assessment is as follows: 

 Estimated reduction in vehicle kms travelled by delivery vehicles (estimated previously) 

 Apply standard casualty rates per km per year to estimate reduction in number of 
casualties per year 

 Apply standard cost of casualties to the reduction in the number of casualties to estimate 
economic benefits of reduction in casualties 

 Apply over 20 years 

A.25.3 The analysis shows that there is expected to be a minor beneficial reduction in the number of 
casualties following introduction of the Kerb products. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Accidents 2 

Reduction 
of 0.00079 
pa = £3k 
over 20 
years 

2 

Reduction 
of 0.0018 
pa = £6k 
over 20 
years 

2 

Reduction 
of 0.0013 
pa = £3k 
over 20 
years 

2 

Reduction 
of 0.01402 
pa = £48k 
over 20 
years 

 

A.25.4 There are also expected to be further safety benefits for delivery drivers as the better 
management of the kerbside will mean that more deliveries will occur in designated loading 
bays (including virtual bays which will have been assessed for their suitability to enable 
deliveries to be made safely). 

A.26 Objective – Social – Security 

A.26.1 The security objective considers whether the Kerb products helps benefits in terms of 
providing enhanced security at locations where they are implemented 

A.26.2 This assessment has been undertaken qualitatively and for all scenarios it is considered that 
the introduction of the Kerb products would not be expected to provide a significant change in 
security. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Security 1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  
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A.27 Objective – Social – Access to Services 

A.27.1 The access to services objective considers whether the scenarios provide a benefit of 
improving access to service for people. The assessment was undertaken qualitatively and for 
all scenarios it is expected that the introduction of the Kerb products would not provide a 
significant change in the access to services.  

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Access to 
Services 

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

1 
No 

significant 
change  

 

A.28 Objective – Social – Affordability 

A.28.1 Affordability has been considered in terms of the cost of using the Kerb products.  

 +1 Not affordable under any reasonable scenario  

 +2 Affordable with significant external funding 

 +3 Affordable with some external funding  

 +4 Affordable within existing budgets 

 +5 Affordable and revenue positive 

A.28.2 The cost of booking a bay using the Kerb products is estimated at £3 per booking and the use 
of the Kerb products is expected to lead to the kerb user receiving fewer PCNs and being able 
to make more deliveries and hence generate more revenue. All scenarios are therefore 
considered to be affordable and revenue positive. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Affordability 5 

Revenue 
positive 
for kerb 

user 

5 

Revenue 
positive 
for kerb 

user 

5 

Revenue 
positive 
for kerb 

user 

5 

Revenue 
positive 
for kerb 

user 
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A.29 Objective – Social – Severance 

A.29.1 The severance objective considers whether implementing any of the scenarios would cause a 
reduction in severance i.e. would lead to an improved streetscape environment which makes it 
easier for people to cross roads to access services. 

A.29.2 All four scenarios are anticipated to produce a minor beneficial change through a reduction in 
severance due to better management of loading activities which leads to fewer delivery 
vehicles parking in locations which block roads or footways  

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Severance 2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

2 
Minor 

beneficial 
change  

 

A.30 Objective – Public – Cost to Broad Transport Budget 

A.30.1 This objective looks at how implementing any of the scenarios may affect the transport budget 
of the kerb owner i.e. local authority. This assessment considers a number of factors including 
the cost of purchasing the Kerb product, the proposed revenue sharing regime whereby the 
kerb operator takes a percentage of the booking fee and any change in revenues from PCNs. 

A.30.2 This calculation then provides a value that can be aligned to the benefit change thresholds as 
set out below. 

 +1 No significant change or negative revenue impact 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (£1-10k pa income) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (£10k-20k pa income) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (£20k-30k pa income) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (+£30k pa income) 

A.30.3 As part of the assessment it is assumed that there is no change in PCN revenue to the local 
authority due to the reassignment of Civil Enforcement Officers. The overall revenue from the 
booking fee is significantly greater than implementation costs and hence beneficial changes 
are expected as shown below. 

A.30.4 indicates for the Permit Loading Bay and Loading Extension a minor beneficial change of 
£9,000 pa and £5,000 pa respectively. The Virtual Loading Bay and Zonal Permit both 
produce a significant beneficial change of £22,000 pa.  

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Cost to 
Broad 
Transport 
Budget 

3 
Additional 
revenue of 

£17k pa 
4 

Additional 
revenue of 

£26k pa 
2 

Additional 
revenue of 

£9k pa 
5 

Additional 
revenue of 
£211k pa 
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A.31 Objective – Public – Indirect Tax Revenues 

A.31.1 The Indirect Tax Revenues objectives relates to changes to the collection of indirect tax 
revenue as a result of implementing the scenarios. This is calculated looking at the number of 
vehicle kilometres saved and the impact of fuel duty payments.  

 +1 No significant change or negative revenue impact 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (+£100k pa income) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (+£500k pa income) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (+£1m pa income) 

A.31.2 +5 Very significant beneficial change (+£5m pa income) 

A.31.3 For all scenarios, the assessment shows a reduction in vehicle kilometres travelled which 
means that tax revenues in terms of fuel duties will reduce. 

 Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extension Zonal Permit 

Objective Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment Score Comment 

Indirect 
Tax 
Revenue 

1 

Reduction 
in km 

travelled 
means 

lower fuel 
duty 

revenue 

1 

Reduction 
in km 

travelled 
means 

lower fuel 
duty 

revenue 

1 

Reduction 
in km 

travelled 
means 

lower fuel 
duty 

revenue 

1 

Reduction 
in km 

travelled 
means 

lower fuel 
duty 

revenue 
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 Appraisal Results – Kerb Construction 
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B.1 Objective and CSR Scoring and Values 

B.1.1 The appraisal process for Kerb Construction has followed the same steps and principals as 
that for the other Kerb products. However, the outputs and results have focussed on different 
aspects such as vehicle monitoring from origin to destination, managing and controlling 
vehicles through vehicle holding areas, reducing the impact of construction vehicles on other 
road users, improving vehicle arrival reliability at construction sites and reducing the risk of 
being turned away from site. 

B.2 Objective – Economic – Business Users & Transport Providers 

B.2.1 Changes in traffic flows and delays are assessed using a quantitative methodology based on 
average journey time savings. These benefits accrue to general roads users and are expected 
to be of interest to the Kerb Owners. The methodology used is set out in point A.2 in the 
previous section. 

B.2.2 As shown previously, the introduction of Kerb Construction is anticipated to provide a 
moderate beneficial change due a reduction in delay for other road user from better 
management of construction vehicles. This includes elements such as a reduction in 
construction vehicle circulating mileage linked to vehicles either trying to find a place to stop, 
being turned away from site or being redirected to a vehicle holding area after arriving at site 
unplanned. 

 Construction 

Objective Score Comment 

Business Users & 
Transport Providers 

3 

Quantitative assessment based on 
average journey time savings 

equivalent to 4390 mins expected, 
equivalent to a benefit of £275k 

per year 

B.3 Objective – Environment – Greenhouse Gases 

B.3.1 Changes in greenhouse gases emissions were assessed using standard emissions rates for 
vehicles per kilometre travelled. The analysis followed the method as set out below:  

 Estimate reduction in vehicle kms travelled by construction vehicles 

 Apply standard vehicle emission rates per km travelled  

 Apply over 20 years 

B.3.2 Threshold values for reductions in greenhouse gases were then assigned to the scoring 
regime. 

 +1 No significant change (saves <1 tonne per year) 

 +2 Minor beneficial change (saves 1-5 tonnes per year) 

 +3 Moderate beneficial change (saves 5-10 tonnes per year) 

 +4 Significant beneficial change (saves 10-15 tonnes per year) 

 +5 Very significant beneficial change (saves over 15 tonnes per year) 
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B.3.3 The result below show that Kerb Construction provides a very significant beneficial change in 
the order of 59 tonnes pa. This is due to a reduction in construction vehicle circulating mileage 
linked to vehicles either trying to find a place to stop, being turned away from site or being 
redirected to a vehicle holding area after arriving at site unplanned. 

 Construction 

Objective Score Comment 

Greenhouse Gases 5 saves 59 Tonnes pa 

B.4 CSR7 – Economic – Monitoring Vehicle Progress 

B.4.1 This CSR considers how the introduction of the Kerb product helps with monitoring of 
construction vehicle movements. The level of impact has been considered against the 
following thresholds based on the duration of trip when vehicle movement is monitored i.e. 
through the Kerb software the vehicle is tracked from origin to destination. This is considered 
as a benefit as it allows the construction site manager and traffic marshals to know where the 
vehicle is and understand when it will arrive at site. 

 +1 No significant change 

 +2 <50% of trip is monitored 

 +3 50% to 70% of trip is monitored 

 +4 70% to 90% of trip is monitored 

 +5 90%+ of trip is monitored  

 Construction 

Objective Score Comment 

Monitoring Vehicle 
Progress 

5 100% of trip is monitored 

B.5 CSR9 – Economic – Increased Reliability of Construction Vehicle 
Arrivals 

B.5.1 CS9 considers how construction vehicles are accessing construction sites and the reliability of 
a construction vehicle arriving at site during a defined time slot. The calculation is based on a 
similar methodology to that of CSR5 in point A11 and provides a reliability improvement figure 
for construction vehicles arriving at construction sites.  

 +1 No significant change <5% 

 +2 Reliability improved by 5-10% 

 +3 Reliability improved by 10-15% 

 +4 Reliability improved by 15-20% 

 +5 Reliability improved by >20% 
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B.5.2 The table below indicates that an improvement in reliability in the order of 13% is anticipated 
as a result of better vehicle management and control through the use of Kerb Construction 
software. This includes vehicle tracking and use of vehicle holding areas. 

 Construction 

Objective Score Comment 

Construction vehicle 
arrival reliability 

3 
Variation improved by 

13% 
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 Examples of Traffic Delay Assessment 
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C.1 Worked example for delivery delay 

 Demand to use a bay is 30 vehicles per day 

 Each delivery slot is 20 minutes, and deliveries are attempted between 7am and 6pm, 
giving 33 possible arrival slots (11 hours x 3 slots per hour) 

 Without Kerb software vehicles arrive in an uncoordinated manner, resulting in conflict 
between vehicles who have to circulate until a space becomes available which results in 
only 25 deliveries are able to be completed using the bay, resulting in five deliveries being 
potentially forced to find some other location to park. 

 Each time a delivery is attempted and the bay is occupied, the driver circles the local road 
network, searching for an alternative parking location or the bay to become available. This 
takes 10 minutes per vehicle. 

 In this example, this additional movement results in 83 minutes of delay to delivery 
vehicles on average each day. 

 The TAG data book gives an economic value of time for delays to an LGV of 
approximately £0.25 per minute. This value of time is typically used in appraisals of 
highway schemes which change the journey times of vehicles. This value for LGVs covers 
both delivery vehicles (where the movement of the vehicle is directly associated with the 
economic activity the vehicle is undertaking) and other LGVs (e.g. “white vans”) which are 
travelling to and from a place of work. 

 The economic cost of delays to a delivery vehicle is associated with the additional 
employment costs for the driver and additional vehicle operating costs (e.g. fuel costs) 
whilst delayed by in traffic. There is also the “lost” income from the reduced number of 
deliveries that can be made in a given time period. 

 Introducing the Kerb products leads to reduced time circulating to find a loading bay and 
the ability to make more deliveries per day and hence increase revenue to the delivery 
operator. 

 For LGVs, the TAG value of time leads to an economic benefit of £21 per day associated 
with the delay incurred to delivery vehicles, due to poor management of the kerb. 

 This delay is removed through the implementation of the Kerb product 

 The daily value is then converted to £5,170 per annum (£21*250 days). There are also 
further financial revenue benefits to the delivery operator associated with the ability to 
make more deliveries per day due to the reduce level of delays. 

 This value has been used as LGVs are assumed to be the main user of the Kerb products 
in this analysis and to be consistent with TAG. 

 The Freight Transport Association’s 2019 Logistics Report states that for HGVs the cost of 
sitting idle in traffic is approximately £1 per minute. This is higher than the TAG estimate 
for an HGV (TAG provides a value of approximately £0.31 per minute for “Other Goods 
Vehicles) and reflects the greater value of goods carried by HGVs making deliveries. 

 If HGVs are assumed to be the main beneficiaries of the Kerb products, then the benefits 
associated with reduced delays could be based on the associated higher value of time for 
HGVs (e.g. the FTA value of time) and hence would be four times higher. 
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C.2 Worked example for general traffic delay: 

 A Kerb product is implemented on a highway with 650 vehicles per direction in peak hours 

 Using an approximate conversion to daily traffic, this results in 7800 two-way vehicles 
using this highway per day 

 It is estimated (this could be confirmed by from surveys, case studies or modelling) that 
each vehicle travelling past the loading bay experiences a 30-second shorter journey as a 
result of reduced congestion around delivery bays and reduction in delivery vehicle 
mileage. 

 It is estimated that 50% of vehicles using the highway are affected by delivery 
movements. 

 Therefore 1,950 minutes are saved per day in total by the implementation of the kerb 
product (7,800 x 0.5 x 0.5) 

 The TAG data book gives a value for time for an average car of £0.18 per minute per 
vehicle 

 This gives the value of £356 per day associated with the poor management of delivery 
vehicles, which is reduced by implementation of the Kerb product. 

 The daily value is then converted to £89,000 per annum (£356 *250 days) 
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 Appraisal Tool Dashboard 
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D.1 Appraisal Tool Dashboard 

 

Grid Benefits Evaluation

TAG Stage 1 Step 7 - Dashboard

Inputs Outputs
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Virtual Bay No Yes No no Yes Benefits for Kerb Owners

Number of vehicles which can be accommodated 1 2 1 20 60 Improvement in delay for delivery vehicles over study period (20yrs) £50,000 £229,000 £27,000 £117,000 £2,000
Slot Duration (mins) 20 20 40 20 10 Improvement in traffic flow and delay on road network (20yrs) £1,187,000 £1,187,000 £1,187,000 £23,749,000 £1,187,000
Compliance level (i.e. % of bay users using Kerb product) 70% 90% 70% 90% 90% Improvement in health, journey quality etc (20yrs) £187,000 £190,000 £188,000 £2,898,000 £0
PCN accrual per day without scheme 6 6 6 120 0 Annual revenue to kerb owner in booking fees £11,900 £18,200 £6,300 £147,700 £0
PCN cost (Admin + fee) £80 £80 £80 £80 £80 Total cost of implementation £3,000 £2,000 £3,000 £10,000 £10,000

Circulation time if bay occupied (smaller vehicle) (mins) 5 5 5 5 0 Benefit Cost Ratio (based on improvement in delay, 20 year value) 16.7 114.5 9.0 11.7 0.2

Circulation time if bay occupied (Larger vehicle) (mins) 10 10 10 10 30

Speed of vehicle when circulating to find a space (kph) 7 7 7 7 7 Environmental benefits

Average delay to general traffic per hour caused by deliveries (mins) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 Reduction in C02 emissions in tonnes (annually) 2.8 6.8 4.7 2.8 0.2

Fuel mix % petrol 70% 70% 70% 70% 0% Reduction in exhaust PM10 (grams per annum) 10 20 10 10 0
Fuel mix % diesel 29% 29% 29% 29% 100% Reduction in non-exhaust PM10 emissions (grams per annum) 40 110 80 50 0
Fuel mix % Electric 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% Reduction in exhaust NOx (grams per annum) 100 230 160 90 0

Average drops per day for operator 37 37 37 37 45

Time per delivery (i.e. vehicle drop) (mins) 15 15 30 15 0 Benefits for Kerb Users

Revenue associated with each Retail Drop £50 £50 £50 £50 £0 Increase in reliability of finding a bay available 19% 12% 8% 7% 0%
Revenue associated with each Business Drop £15 £15 £15 £15 £500 Increase in delivery journey efficiency (reduced circulation time) 24% 45% 20% 1% n/a
Revenue associated with each Residential Drop £18 £18 £18 £18 £0 Reduction in costs due to fewer PCNs (Per annum) £120,000 £120,000 £120,000 £2,400,000 £0

Booking fee for of each delivery £3 £3 £3 £3 £0 Increase in number of drops made per day 9 33 7 10 n/a
Cost of implementation £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £10,000 £10,000 Increase in revenue due to additional drops (Per annum) £25,100 £186,100 £6,800 £55,400 n/a
Highway works cost £1,000 £0 £1,000 £0 £0 Cost saving of fuel via less wasted mileage (Per annum) £1,200 £3,000 £2,100 £1,200 £100
Percentage revenue shared with GRID+other partners 30% 30% 30% 30% 0%

Retail Drops per day 10 10 10 67 0

Business Drops per day 12 12 12 94 220

Residential Drops per day 17 17 17 152 0

END

Operator 

characteristics

Delivery demand 

on the parking 

facilities

Kerb product 

characteristics

Scenario

Parking facility 

characteristics

Delivery vehicle 

mix

Local Road 

network

Scenario
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 Stakeholder Engagement 
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E.1 Stakeholder Engagement 

E.1.1 Informal stakeholder engagement was undertaken with John Crosk from the Brewery Logistics 
Group (BLG) who also manages the Central London Freight Quality Partnership (CLFQP) and 
Natalie Chapman, Head of Policy (South) from Logistics UK. The engagement took the form of 
a Teams call where the methodology, parameters and metrics and results of the benefits 
appraisal were discussed. A summary of the main points for each engagement are provided 
below. 

John Crosk – BLG and CLFQP 

 Can see the benefit of the Kerb products to the brewery logistics sector 

 Existing Code of Practice, MOU with London Boroughs and TfL – proximity to delivery 
destination key 

 Health and safety is key priority – all locations risk assessed – have refused to deliver at 
some locations 

 Re-work: number of failed deliveries has increased – if not safe delivery aborted 

 Productivity decreased – approx. KPI of 10t product delivered per day – pre-Covid around 
4-5t per day 

 Average delivery round in London between 6-10 drops 

 Tend to deliver on a regular schedule (same day/time each week) 

 Bookable, guaranteed delivery locations and time slots would be beneficial 

 Could help with reliability and improve productivity 

 Would need longer slot (45mins +) than currently used in the appraisal tool 

 PCNs often the responsibility of the brewer rather than the logistics company – depends 
on contract 

 CLFQP – can see other sectors and operators would object to paying and resist 

Natalie Chapman – Logistics UK 

 Logistics UK PCN administration service – PCN appeals – PCN millionaires club! 

 Streetscape programmes across the UK proving challenging 

 Concerns on – loading bay enforcement, blocked bays, drivers using apps etc 

 Admin time/cost for operators associated with booking bays etc 

 Seen as another layer of complexity on top of the other legislation and policy 

 Theoretically it appears to have potential – need to see it in action for proof of concept 

 Mixed views from Logistics UK members – some sectors beneficial, others will resist and 
not believe it’s worthwhile 
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 H&S and driver hours key components for operators 

 Needs to integrate with fleet management software etc and be usable by all types/sizes of 
operators 

E.1.2 Following this stakeholder engagement it was agreed to add additional information and 
context to the health and safety elements of the benefits appraisal to reflect the needs of 
operators. 
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 Benefits from Implementation across 
wide area 

F.1.1 To provide an indicative measure of the scale of benefit which could accrue to operators and 
public authorities through the large-scale implementation of the Kerb products, the following 
approach was taken: 

 Loading bay usages were specified in accordance with Year 10 of Grid’s roll-out strategy. 
This assumed that demand to use each bay is approximately 85% of the capacity of each 
bay across an entire day. 

 In the case of loading extensions, it was assumed that these would be a special case of 
the Permit Loading Bay scenario with elevated demand (because the loading extensions 
would not operate as a separate system but rather be a special operation of other 
products). 

 Benefits accruing to each product on an individual bay basis were then factored up to the 
area-wide level using the estimated number of bays (7,000) across Greater London. 

 Financial benefits were calculated based on the utilisation levels forecast by Grid. For the 
zonal permit product, the revenue was calculated at the area-wide level because revenue 
is not directly linked to demand level but to the number of permits purchased. 

 The estimate of the additional deliveries possible was calculated by estimating the chance 
of finding a space occupied and then incurring a delay before a delivery can be made. 
This estimate of delay was then used to estimate the number of deliveries which could be 
made if the delay was removed.  

 The reduction in greenhouse gases was calculated using an assumed vehicle mix of 
different sized delivery vans and reductions in circulating mileage due to increased 
availability of loading bays through the use of the Kerb products. The total volume of 
greenhouse gases was estimated through use of Green Book standard values for each 
vehicle type (noting that this is an approximation and does not take into account 
congestion, acceleration and deceleration or the localised air quality issues). The vehicle 
mix also assumes a mix of fuel types, including some electric vehicles. 

 The calculated benefits per day were multiplied by 312 to convert to an annual value. 

 The annual volumes of greenhouse gases were divided by a standard 2019 DfT value of 
annual car emissions to convert the volumes of pollutants to an equivalent number of cars. 
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Table F1 – Summary of Analysis for Westminster 
 

 

Grid Benefits Evaluation

TAG Stage 1 Step 7 - Headline Dashboard

Pan-London Permit Loading Bay Virtual Loading Bay Loading Extensions Zonal Permit Overall benefits

Spaces or activity level 5839 1400 588 5655

Potential annual revenue to 

public authorities
114.4 million pounds 4.9 million pounds 7.7 million pounds 25 million pounds 139 million pounds

Improvements to public safety 2.2 Deaths per annum saved 0.5 Deaths per annum saved 0.05 Deaths per annum saved 1.4 Deaths per annum saved 4.2 Deaths per annum saved

Time saved (per day)
5400 hours per day in wasted delivery 

driving time - 55 mins per bay

1170 hours per day in wasted delivery 

driving time - 50 mins per bay

130 hours per day in wasted delivery 

driving time - 13 mins per bay

3360 hours per day in wasted delivery 

driving time - 36 mins per bay

10090 hours per day in wasted delivery 

driving time

Km saved (per day) 34140km per day 8170km per day 830km per day 21440km per day 64580km per day

Time saved (annual)

1684.9 thousand hours per annum in 

wasted delivery driving time - 60 mins per 

bay

364 thousand hours per annum in wasted 

delivery driving time - 60 mins per bay

39.5 thousand hours per annum in wasted 

delivery driving time - 60 mins per bay

1048 thousand hours per annum in wasted 

delivery driving time - 60 mins per bay

3136.4 thousand hours per annum in 

wasted delivery driving time

Km saved (annual) 10.7 million km per annum 2.5 million km per annum 0.3 million km per annum 6.7 million km per annum 20.2 million km per annum

Additional deliveries enabled 14% more deliveries possible
26% more deliveries possible (when 

operational)
2% more deliveries possible 29% more deliveries possible 21% more deliveries possible

Reduction in C02 emissions 26.2 tonnes of CO2 saved per day 6.3 tonnes of CO2 saved per day 0.6 tonnes of CO2 saved per day 16.5 tonnes of CO2 saved per day 49.6 tonnes of CO2 saved per day

Reduction in exhaust PM10 64 kg of PM10 saved per day 12 kg of PM10 saved per day 1 kg of PM10 saved per day 51 kg of PM10 saved per day 128 kg of PM10 saved per day

Reduction in non-exhaust PM10 

emissions
0.9 tonnes of PM10 saved per day 0.2 tonnes of PM10 saved per day 0 tonnes of PM10 saved per day 0.5 tonnes of PM10 saved per day 1.63 tonnes of PM10 saved per day

Reduction in exhaust Nox 412 kg of NOx saved per day 86 kg of NOx saved per day 10 kg of NOx saved per day 310 kg of NOx saved per day 818 kg of NOx saved per day

Reduction in C02 emissions
8.18 thousand tonnes of CO2 saved per 

annum

1.96 thousand tonnes of CO2 saved per 

annum

0.2 thousand tonnes of CO2 saved per 

annum

5.14 thousand tonnes of CO2 saved per 

annum

15.48 thousand tonnes of CO2 saved per 

annum

Reduction in exhaust PM10 19.8 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 3.9 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 0.5 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 15.9 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 40.05 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum

Reduction in non-exhaust PM10 

emissions
280.8 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 74.9 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 7.1 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 145.8 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum 508.6 tonnes of PM10 saved per annum

Reduction in exhaust Nox 128.5 tonnes of NOx saved per annum 26.7 tonnes of NOx saved per annum 3 tonnes of NOx saved per annum 96.7 tonnes of NOx saved per annum 254.9 tonnes of NOx saved per annum

Reduction in C02 emissions
Equivalent of 6692 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 1601 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 162 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 4202 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 12657 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Reduction in exhaust PM10
Equivalent of 821 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 160 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 19 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 660 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 1660 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Reduction in non-exhaust PM10 

emissions

Equivalent of 1271 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 339 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 32 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 660 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 2302 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Reduction in exhaust Nox
Equivalent of 877 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 182 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 20 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 660 cars removed from the 

road per annum

Equivalent of 1739 cars removed from the 

road per annum

END

Potential benefits to the 

public

Operational and efficiency 

savings for operators

Reduction in Emissions



https://www.linkedin.com/in/laura-jacklin/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tobyhiles/
www.gridsmartercities.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/grid-smarter-cities
https://twitter.com/gridsmartercity
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